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Introduction
In the last twenty years the economy started to change its traditional
industrial foundation to an informational base strategy. The necessity of
the automation of the business processes led to the development of a large
number of software tools called workflow management systems (WFMSs).
A WFMS is a generic information system which supports the modeling,
the execution, and the control of the flow of work in an organization
[93]. WFMSs have applications in different domains, such as: industry,
banking, insurance, health-care, e-commerce, and so on. This was the
reason why the researchers tried to define, model, analyze, and manage
workflows [4, 131].
The are two main modeling formalisms for workflows. The first one is
based on workflow graphs [104, 106, 107] and the second one is based on
Petri nets [4, 131].
In this thesis we use the Petri nets theory for modeling workflows. A
Petri net model of a workflow is called workflow net (WF net).
Three main reasons justify the benefits of using Petri nets for workflow
modeling and specification [2]:
• Petri nets offer a formal semantics and an intuitive graphical representation;
• Petri nets can clearly model states, tasks, and can distinguish between the enabling and execution of a task;
• there are many theoretically analysis techniques.
A workflow should satisfy some correctness criteria. Soundness [4] is
a correctness criterion which assures the proper termination of the workvi

flow’s execution without no abnormality (a deadlock or a livelock). Generalized soundness guarantees that the system runs correctly for any number
of cases.
This thesis focuses on the modeling and verification of the resource
constrained workflows. [16, 17, 19] proposes workflow nets with resources
(WFR nets). Almost similar to these are resource constrained workflow
nets (RCWF nets) [60, 61, 120]. The main difference between these classes
is that in WFR nets each place has associated an invariant which ensures
the resource preservation along the execution of the system.
The main problem we studied is soundness for resource constrained
workflow nets [120]. In most practical applications activities should be
executed in some order. This problem can be solved by associating priorities to tasks to ensure their execution in the correct succession. We
defined priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets [121]. The complex
workflows usually combine resource, priority, and time constraints [122].
Sometimes is necessary to “compose” workflows. This is the reason why
we defined multi-level workflow nets with resource constraints (mlRCWF
nets). We enrich the mlRCWF net model by adding priorities between
tasks and time durations associated to tasks. We also proposed a resource
relocation policy between tasks.

Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
The first chapter presents the basic definitions regarding Petri nets
theory. We remember the main decision problems for Petri nets and their
decidability status. We also present some classes of Petri nets which are
relevant for the rest of the paper. The Petri nets path logic is necessary
to prove the decidability of the CBhC and SBhC conditions in Chapter 4.
Deterministic counter machines are described because the undecidability
of the halting problem is essential to prove the undecidability of soundness
for priority workflow nets.
In Chapter 2 we review the main results about workflow nets. We focus
on the soundness problem. This problem was proved to be decidable in
[59, 116]. We also present some workflow net classes for which soundness
can be decided efficiently.
Chapter 3 analyzes two Petri net models for resource constrained workvii

flows. The first model is WFR nets [16, 17, 19]. Another similar model
is RCWF nets [60, 61]. The main matter we approach is the decidability of soundness for RCWF nets. We refine the soundness criteria for
RCWF nets and we group them into three classes: soundness criteria
under specified resources, soundness criteria under unspecified resources,
and structural soundness. We prove that soundness criteria under specified resources are decidable. In the case of the soundness criteria under
unspecified resources we show that k-soundness (i.e. k-soundness with respect to a minimal resource marking) is decidable. Structural R-soundness
is also decidable. Most results in this chapter have been published in [120].
In Chapter 4 we define priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets
and we formulate the soundness criteria for them. We illustrate that
priority Petri nets can simulate deterministic counter machines (DCMs).
Because the halting problem for DCMs is undecidable, it follows that
the soundness is undecidable for priority (resource-constrained) workflow
nets. We prove that soundness is decidable for the priority workflow
nets which satisfy the EQUAL-conflict or the conflict-freeness conditions.
We also generalize these two conditions to the CBhC, respectively the
SBhC conditions and we show that soundness is decidable for the priority
(resource-constrained) workflow nets which satisfy these new conditions.
Using Petri net path logic we demonstrate the decidability for the CBhC
and SBhC conditions. These results appear in [121].
In Chapter 5 we “compose” workflow nets, we introduce multi level
workflow nets with resource constraints (mlRCWF nets), and we define
soundness for mlRCWF nets. mlRCWF nets are enriched with priority
and time durations associated to tasks. The timed priority mlRCWF
net model is investigated with respect to the soundness property. The
soundness is reduced to the soundness of the untimed priority mlRCWF
net model. The complexity of this reduction is linear in the size of the
original model. We also analyze the case of the resource relocation. The
soundness in this case can also be reduced to the soundness of the priority
untimed model. The complexity of this procedure is quadratic in the size
of the original model. The results in this chapter are synthesized in [122].
The thesis ends with a section of conclusions and future work.
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Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis presents an overview about workflow nets with resource constraints. There are many attempts to incorporate the resource perspective in modeling workflows. We focus on resource-constrained workflow
nets (RCWF nets) and their soundness properties. The decidability status of the k-soundness and generalized soundness problems for general
resource-constrained workflow nets were open problems. We prove that
k-soundness for RCWF nest is decidable [120]. To do that, we gradually
refine the soundness criteria for RCWF nets considering the number of
cases that the system is able to correctly process and the number of the
available resources [120].
The soundness criteria were grouped into three classes:
1. For the case of soundness criteria under specified resources some
resource marking is given and the problem is to decide soundness
of an RCWF with respect to that marking. We showed that these
soundness criteria are decidable. The proof is based on closure nets
and instantiation nets.
2. The second class is the one of soundness criteria under unspecified
resources. In this case, the main question is to decide whether there
is a resource marking that makes the RCWF net sound. k-soundness
is equivalent to k-soundness with respect to some minimal marking
on the resource places. We establish that it is decidable if this minimal marking exists and, if it exists, it can be effectively computed.
Therefore k-soundness is decidable for general RCWF nets. This
characterization can not be extended to generalized soundness because there are RCFW nets for which such a minimal marking for
the resource places does not exist. We also prove that the (≤ k)soundness property is decidable, which may be sufficient for modeling many real workflows.
3. The third class of soundness criteria includes two cases of structural
soundness of RCWF nets. Structural R-soundness is proved to be
decidable, while the decision for the structural soundness “seems”
as hard as the decision of soundness.

ix

Adding priorities to tasks is a natural requirement for the real systems.
As far as we know, no workflow model with priorities has been proposed
until now. Our aim is to fill this gap. Starting from priority Petri nets we
propose priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets (P(RC)WF nets)
[121]. Priorities can be associated to the resources or to tasks, and we
show how priorities associated to resources can be simulated by priorities associated to tasks. The main interest is also the investigation of
the decidability status of the soundness property for P(RC)WF nets. It
is well known that priority Petri nets can simulate deterministic counter
machines. We extend this result to priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets. Because the halting problem is undecidable for deterministic
counter machines, we obtain that soundness is undecidable for P(RC)WF
nets [121].
If we impose some additional conditions, the soundness of a priority
(resource-constrained) workflow net can be reduced to the soundness of its
underlying (resource-constrained) workflow net. Such conditions are the
well known EQUAL-conflict condition and the conflict-freeness condition.
We propose two more conditions: the CBhC condition which generalizes
the EQUAL-conflict condition and SBhC condition which generalizes the
conflict-freeness condition. Using Yen’s path logic for Petri nets we prove
that the CBhC and SBhC conditions are decidable. A generalization of
the CBhC and SBhC conditions is proposed in order to be able to model
more types of workflow systems. The above results are verified for this
case too [121].
Sometimes it is necessary that several workflows to use a set of shared
resources. To manage such situations, we define multi-level workflow nets
with resource constraints (mlRCWF nets) as a place compositions of standard workflows with resource constraints [122]. The soundness of this
model is investigated, and we conclude that it cannot be reduced, in general, to the soundness property of standard workflows. (k̄, R)-soundness
is decidable for mlRCWF nets [122].
The complex workflows in real world usually combine resource, task
priority, and time constraints. This led us to the idea to combine all these
constraints into a suitable workflow model, and to check the soundness
property for it. We enrich the mlRCWF model with task priorities and
time. Time is added as time durations associated to tasks. We proved
that soundness for the timed priority mlRCWF nets model can be reduced
x

to soundness of the untimed priority mlRCWF nets model, and therefore
it is undecidable. The reduction complexity is linear in the size of the
original model [122].
Sometimes is necessary that a resource used by a task to be released
in order to be used by another task with a higher priority. We call that
resource relocation. We consider timed priority mlRCWF nets with resource relocation and we show that the soundness property of these nets
can be reduces to the untimed priority model if the transitions can be
indefinitely delayed. The reduction complexity is quadratic in the size of
the original model [122].
Finally we present some conclusions and some future work ideas.
I would not have finish my work without the help of some special persons.
First of all, I would like to thank very much my supervisor, Professor Dr.
Ferucio Laurenţiu Ţiplea, for accepted me as a PhD student, for his constant guidance, help and encouragement that supported me during these
years. The results presented here were obtained with him. I also want
to thank my former supervisor, Prof. Dr. Toader Jucan, for guiding my
first steps in the doctoral studies; all the committee members for carefully
reading my thesis; my colleagues for theirs encouragement; and my family
for its continuous support.
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Chapter 1

Petri Nets
In this section we review the basic terminology, concepts, notations, and
results related to Petri nets. For more details, the reader is referred to
[92, 99, 89, 100, 69, 56].

1.1

Basic Notations

In what follows we use the following notations:
The set of integers is denoted by Z. N represents the set of natural
numbers (non-negative integers).
A binary relation on a set T is any subset ρ of T × T . ρ−1 stands
for the inverse of ρ, ρ̄ stands for the complement of ρ, and ιT stands
for {(t, t)|t ∈ T }. The composition of two binary relations ρ1 and ρ2
on T is denoted ρ1 ◦ ρ2 . A binary relation ρ on T is called reflexive if
ιT ⊆ ρ, irreflexive if ρ ∩ ιT = ∅, symmetric if ρ−1 = ρ, asymmetric if
ρ ∩ ρ−1 = ∅, transitive if ρ ◦ ρ ⊆ ρ, and an equivalence relation if it is
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
⊆ represents the set inclusion and ⊂ represents the strict inclusion.
|A| stands for the cardinality of the set A.
The free monoid generated by an alphabet A under the concatenation
operation is denoted by A∗ . The elements of A∗ are called words over
A. λ is the unity of A∗ (the empty word). A+ stands for A∗ − {λ}. |w|
denotes the length of the word w. A language over A is any subset of A∗ .
1

A permutation of a word w is any word w0 obtained by permuting w’s
letters. For instance, baab is a permutation of abab.
If f : A → B is a function and C ⊆ A, then f |C denotes the restriction
of f to C (i.e., f |C : C → B and f |C (a) = f (a), for any a ∈ C).

1.2

Basic on Petri Nets

Petri nets are a well-known formalism for modeling and analyzing concurrent systems. They are an useful tool for solving problems from many
fields such as: industry, software engineering, business processes, social,
and educational systems. This theory was introduced by C.A. Petri in
1962. The characteristics that recommend it are: the simplicity, the intuitive graphical notation, the formal semantics, and the expressiveness.
Definition 1.1 [56] A (finite) Petri net is a 4-tuple Σ = (S, T, F, W ),
where:
• S and T are two finite sets (of places and transitions, respectively),
S ∩ T = ∅,
• F ⊆ (S × T ) ∪ (T × S) is the flow relation, and
• W : (S × T ) ∪ (T × S) → N is the weight function of Σ verifying
W (x, y) = 0 if and only if (x, y) ∈
/ F.
Given x ∈ S ∪ T , we denote: • x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F } the pre-set of x and
x = {y|(x, y) ∈ F } the post-set of x.
A marking of Σ is any function M ∈ NS from S into N, usually denoted
as an S-indexed vector. Given two markings M and M 0 , we have M ≤ M 0
if and only if M (s) ≤ M 0 (s), for any s ∈ S. Moreover, if M (s) < M 0 (s)
for some place s, then we have M < M 0 . For a marking M of Σ and
S 0 ⊆ S, M |S 0 is a submarking for M .
A marked Petri net is a pair γ = (Σ, M0 ), where Σ is a Petri net and
M0 is the initial marking of Σ.
We represent graphically a Petri net as follows: places are symbolized
by circles, transitions are symbolized by boxes, the flow relation is symbolized by an arc between x and y, for (x, y) ∈ F , and the weight function
labels the arcs whenever W (x, y) ≥ 1. A marking M of a Petri net is
•

2

represented by drawing M (s) black tokens into the circle representing the
place s, for all s ∈ S.
A transition t is enabled at a marking M , denoted M [tiΣ , if M (s) ≥
W (s, t), for all s ∈ S. Denote by T (M ) the set of all the transitions
enabled to the marking M . If t is enabled at M , then it can fire yielding a
new marking M 0 given by M 0 (s) = M (s) − W (s, t) + W (t, s), for all s ∈ S;
we denote this by M [tiΣ M 0 . We denote by [M iΣ the set of all reachable
markings (from M ) in Σ. When no confusion may arise we simplify the
notation [·iΣ to [·i.
The incidence matrix of Σ is a matrix indexed by S × T , defined by
C(s, t) = W (t, s) − W (s, t), for all (s, t) ∈ S × T .
An integer vector I, I 6= 0 indexed by S is a S-invariant if I t · C = 0.
+
kIk = {s ∈ S|I(s) 6= 0} is the support of I. We denote by kIk =
−
{s ∈ S|I(s) > 0} and by kIk = {s ∈ S|I(s) < 0}.
Definition 1.2 Let M0 be a marking of a Petri net Σ. We say that:
• Σ is bounded with respect to M0 if [M0 i is finite (i.e. there exists
an integer n ≥ 1 such that M (s) ≤ n for all reachable markings M
and all places s);
• Σ is M 0 -bounded on S 0 with respect to M0 , where S 0 is a subset of
places and M 0 is a marking on S 0 , if M |S 0 ≤ M 0 , for all M ∈ [M0 i;
• a transition t of Σ is quasi-live with respect to M0 if there exists
M ∈ [M0 i such that M [ti. If t is not quasi-live we will say that t is
dead with respect to M0 ;
• a transition t of Σ is live with respect to M0 if for any M ∈ [M0 i
there exists M 0 ∈ [M i such that M 0 [ti. Σ is live with respect to M0
if all its transitions are live with respect to M0 ;
• a marking M is a home marking of Σ with respect to M0 if M ∈
[M 0 i, for all M 0 ∈ [M0 i.

3

Chapter 2

Workflow Nets Theory
In this chapter we review some basic concepts on classical workflow nets.
Our main interest is the decidability of the soundness property.
To function properly, a workflow net must satisfy some behavioral
correctness criteria. One of the most important correctness criteria is
soundness [4]. This criterion ensures the proper termination of a workflow
execution without no anomaly, such as deadlock or livelock. Generalized
soundness guarantees that the system runs correctly for any number of
cases, and it was proved decidable in [59, 116].

2.1

Workflow Petri Nets

Definition 2.1 [2] A workflow net (WF net) is a Petri net Σ with the
following two properties:
1. Σ has two special places i and o called the input and, respectively,
the output place of Σ. They satisfy • i = ∅, and o• = ∅;
2. Any node x ∈ S ∪ T in the graph of Σ is on a path from i to o.
Given a WF net Σ, a place s of it, and an integer k ≥ 1, we denote
by Mks the marking given by Mks (s) = k and Mks (s0 ) = 0, for all s0 6= s.
When k = 1 the notation is simplified to Ms .

4

2.2

The Soundness Property

A WF net should satisfy some “behavioral correctness criteria”.
In this paper we will use the soundness criteria in a simplified form
as it was defined in [60]. Thus, we say that a workflow net Σ is k-sound,
where k ≥ 1, if Mko ∈ [M i, for all M ∈ [Mki i. Σ is called sound if it is
k-sound, for all k ≥ 1.
Definition 2.2 Let Σ be a WF-net and k ≥ 1 an integer.
1. Σ is called k-sound if for any M ∈ [Mki i we have Mko ∈ [M i.
2. Σ is called sound if it is k-sound, for all k ≥ 1.
3. Σ is called structurally sound if it is k-sound for some k ≥ 1.
Definition 2.3 A Petri net is called the k-closure of a WF-net Σ, k ≥ 1
if it is obtained from Σ by adding a new transition t∗ and two arcs (o, t∗ ),
and (t∗ , i), with the weight W (t∗ , i) = W (o, t∗ ) = k.
The k-closure is of a WF-net is unique up to the renaming of t∗ . It
will be denoted by Σ(k). Σ(1) will be called the closure of Σ.
Proposition 2.1 [1] Let Σ be a WF net and k an integer. Then the
following properties hold:
1. Σ is k-sound if and only if its k-closure Σ(k) is bounded w.r.t. Mki ,
and t∗ is live w.r.t. Mki .
2. Σ is k-sound if and only if Mko is a home marking of Σ w.r.t Mki .
Proposition 2.2 The k-soundness problem is decidable.
Proposition 2.3 The generalized soundness problem is decidable.

5

Chapter 3

Resource Constrained
Workflow Nets
WF-nets were initially meant to coordinate the execution of activities abstracting of time or resource constraints. In this chapter we emphasize
the influence of resources in workflow management systems. Resources
are modeled by places. A resource places is a plain place having a specified type and connected with the transitions according with the system
necessities. The number of tokens in a resource place gives the number
of the available resources of a certain type. Resources are durable. They
can not be created or destroyed; they are used in the process execution,
and then released.
The main problem we focus is soundness, a correctness criterion which
assures the proper termination of the workflow’s execution, and no anomaly
has occurred. This criterion was formulated for WFR nets [16, 17], and
for RCWF nets [60, 61, 62].
The generalized soundness was proved to be decidable in [108]. The
technique used is based on the home space property.

6

3.1

Workflow Nets with Resources

In [16] are introduced workflow nets with resources (WFR nets). All the
results in this section are based on [16, 17, 19]. WFR nets are similar
to RCWF nets; the difference consists in the existence of a place invariant for each resource, assuring the resource preservation. Moreover, the
underlying WF net is required to be bounded.
WFR nets are defined in the following manner [16]:
Definition 3.1 A WFR-net Σr is a 4-tuple
Σr = (S ∪ S r , T, F ∪ F r , W ∪ W r ),
where:
1. Σ = (S, T, F, W ) is a bounded WF-net,
2. S ∩ S r = ∅,
3. F r ⊆ S r × T ∪ T × S r ,
4. W r : S r × T ∪ T × S r → N verifies W r (x, y) = 0 iff (x, y) 6∈ F r ,
5. ∀u ∈ F r , W r (u) ≥ 1,
6. ∀r ∈ S r , ∃I r ≥ 0, such that t I r · C = 0 and kI r k ∩ S r = {r}.
In Definition 3.1, S r denotes the set of resource places. The fifth
condition represents the resource use, and the last one assures the resource
preservation.
The soundness properties can be formulated for WFR-nets, too [17,
19]. The soundness definition for WFR nets imposes also the quasiliveness condition for the net.
We denote by (Σr )∗ the net obtained form Σr substituting Σ with its
k-closure Σ(k).
Proposition 3.1 Let Σr be a WFR-net. If Σr is (k, R)-sound then Σ is
k-sound.
Theorem 3.1 Let Σr be a WFR-net. Σr is (k, R)-sound if and only if
(Σr )∗ is live and bounded.
In [17, 19] are presented some WFR-net classes for which necessary
and sufficient condition can be obtained and decided effectively.
7

3.2

Resource Constrained Workflow Nets

To introduce resource-constrained workflow nets (RCWF nets) [60] we
consider place-extensions of workflow nets.
Definition 3.2 A place-extension of a Petri net Σ is a Petri net Σ0 satisfying S ⊆ S 0 , T 0 = T , F 0 |S×T ∪T ×S = F , and W 0 |S×T ∪T ×S = W .
A place-extension Σ0 of Σ is called empty if S 0 = S. Otherwise, it is
called non-empty.
Definition 3.3 Let Σ be a WF net. A resource-constrained workflow net
associated to Σ, (RCWF net), is a non-empty place-extension Σr of Σ.
The WF net Σ is called the underlying WF net or the production net of
Σr .
Places in S r are called resource places.
For better readability, an RCWF net Σr will be written in the form
Σr = (S ∪ S r , T, F ∪ F r , W ∪ W r ),
where Σ = (S, T, F, W ) is underlying WF net, S r is the set of resource
places, S ∩ S r = ∅, F r ⊆ S r × T ∪ T × S r , and W r : S r × T ∪ T × S r → N
verifies W r (x, y) = 0 iff (x, y) 6∈ F r .
A marking of an RCWF net Σr is a pair (M, R), where M is a marking
over S and R is a marking over S r (i.e., M is a function from S into N,
and R is a function from S r into N). R will be called a resource marking.
Example 3.1 In Figure 3.1 is represented an RCWF net with just one
resource place, r. The production net Σ is the net obtained by removing
the resource place r and all its adjacent arcs. The net models a production
line which manufactures some products following two stages represented
by the transitions t1 and t2 . After the first stage is completed, randomly
some products are checked by a process modeled by t3 which needs two
resources (measuring and control instruments) from the resource place r.
t4 ends the verification process requiring one more resource, and finally
releasing all three resources, and the product to be processed by t2 .
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Figure 3.1: An RCWF net

3.3

Soundness of RCWF nets

The soundness property depends on the number of cases to be processed
and on the number of available resources. This led us to consider caseand/or resources- dependent soundness criteria.
Definition 3.4 Let Σr be an RCWF net, k ≥ 1 an integer, and R a
marking on S r .
1. Σr is called (k, R)-sound if, for any (M, R0 ) ∈ [Mki , RiΣr , the following properties hold:
(a) R0 ≤ R;
(b) (Mko , R) ∈ [M, R0 iΣr .
2. Σr is called (≥k, R)-sound if Σr is (m, R)-sound, for all m ≥ k.
3. Σr is called (k, ≥R)-sound if Σr is (k, R0 )-sound, for all R0 ≥ R.
4. Σr is called (≥k, ≥R)-sound if Σr is (m, R0 )-sound, for all m ≥ k
and R0 ≥ R.
5. Σr is called k-sound if there exists R such that Σr is (k, ≥R)-sound.
6. Σr is called (≥k)-sound if there exists R such that Σr is (≥k, ≥R)sound.
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7. Σr is called (≤k)-sound if there exists R such that Σr is (m, ≥R)sound, for any 1 ≤ m ≤ k.
8. Σr is called sound if there exists R such that Σr is (≥1, ≥R)-sound.
We say that the soundness criteria from Definition 3.4 (1-4) are soundness criteria under specified resources because the property is checked
w.r.t. a given resource R, for all R0 ≥ R. The criteria from Definition
3.4 (5-8) are called soundness criteria under unspecified resources because
the resource marking R should be found. A sound RCWF net is capable
to process correctly arbitrary many cases with unbounded resources.
Example 3.2 The RCWF net Σr in Example 3.1 is (k, ≥(2k + 1))-sound
for any k ≥ 1, where (2k + 1) is the marking for the resource r. Σr is not
(≥k, ≥(2k + 1))-sound. Consider (M(k+1)i , (2k + 2)) [tk+1
tk+1
i(M 0 , R0 )
1
3
0
0
0
with M (s1 ) = R (r) = 0 and M (s2 ) = k + 1. Because no transition is
enabled at this marking, we have that the marking (M(k+1)o , (2k + 2)) is
not reachable from (M 0 , R0 ) and Σr is not ((k + 1), (2k + 2))-sound.
Remark 3.1
1. From the above remark results that if an RCWF net
Σr is k-sound or sound, then Σ is k-sound or sound, respectively.
2. It is important to mention that only (k, R)-soundness of an RCWF
net Σr does not necessarily imply the k-soundness of its underlying
WF net Σ.
Proposition 3.2 An RCWF net Σr is (≥k, R)-sound, where k ≥ 1, if
and only if Σr is (≥1, R)-sound.
Corollary 3.1 Let Σr an RCWF net. The following properties hold true:
1. Σr is (≥k, ≥R)-sound if and only if Σr is (≥1, ≥R)-sound.
2. Σr is (≥k)-sound if and only if Σr is sound.
Definition 3.5 Let Σr be an RCWF net.
1. Σr is called structurally R-sound, where R is a marking on S r , if
there exists k ≥ 1 such that Σr is (k, R)-sound.
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2. Σr is called structurally sound if there exist k ≥ 1 and a marking R
on S r such that Σr is (k, R)-sound.
Let as consider an RCWF net Σr , an integer k ≥ 1, and R a marking
on S r . The (k, R)-closure of Σr is the Petri net (Σr )∗ obtained from Σr
by adding a new transition t∗ , two new arcs (o, t∗ ) and (t∗ , i) with weight
k, and, for each resource r ∈ R, two new arcs (r, t∗ ) and (t∗ , r) with the
weight R(r).

3.4

Deciding Soundness of RCWF Nets

The soundness concepts in Definition 3.4 leads to some corresponding
decision problems. For instance, the decision problem associated to the
(k, R)-soundness is to decide for a given RCWF net Σr if it is (k, R)-sound
for k ≥ 1 and a resource marking R.

3.4.1

Deciding Soundness of RCWF Nets
Under Specified Resources

Proposition 3.3 Let Σr be an RCWF net, k ≥ 1, and R a marking on
S r . Then, the following properties hold:
1. Σr is (k, R)-sound if and only if Σr is R-bounded on S r w.r.t.
(Mki , R), (Σr )∗ is bounded w.r.t. (Mki , R), and t∗ is live w.r.t.
(Mki , R).
2. Σr is (k, R)-sound if and only if Σr is R-bounded on S r w.r.t.
(Mki , R), and (Mko , R) is a home marking of Σr w.r.t. (Mki , R).
Corollary 3.2 The (k, R)-soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
Proposition 3.4 The (≥k, R)-soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
Proposition 3.5 The (k, ≥R)-soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
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3.4.2

Deciding Soundness of RCWF Nets
Under Unspecified Resources

It is more difficult to decide soundness under unspecified resources because
we must find a lower bound for the resource marking such that the RCWF
net satisfies the soundness criteria w.r.t. it. We will show that k-soundness
is decidable, but the result can not be extended to soundness.
A simple transition sequence of Σ from Mki starts with Mki and
reaches Mko without repeating any marking or, if it reaches a marking
already encountered, then it stops there. RΣr ,k represents the minimal
amount of resources such that all simple transition sequences of Σ can fire
in Σr from (Mki , RΣr ,k ).
Theorem 3.2 Let Σr be an RCWN and k ≥ 1 an integer. Σr is k-sound
if and only if RΣr ,k exists, and Σr is (k, ≥RΣr ,k )-sound.
Corollary 3.3 k-soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
Corollary 3.4 Let Σr be an RCWF net and k ≥ 1 an integer. Then, Σr
is (≤k)-sound if and only if RΣr ,k exists, and Σr is (≤k, ≥RΣr ,k )-sound.
Corollary 3.5 (≤k)-soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
Given an RCWF net Σr and an integer k ≥ 1, denote by RΣr ,≥k the
minimal marking on S r , if it exists, with the property RΣr ,≥k ≥ w− |S r ,
for any w ∈ Ls (Σ, m) and m ≥ k.
Corollary 3.6 Let Σr be an RCWF net and k ≥ 1 an integer. If RΣr ,≥k
exists, then Σr is (≥k, ≥RΣr ,≥k )-sound if and only if Σr is (≥k)-sound.
Conjecture 3.1 It is decidable, given an RCWF net Σr and an integer
k ≥ 1, whether RΣr ,≥k exists.

3.4.3

Deciding Structural Soundness of RCWF Nets

For an RCWF net Σr and a marking R on S r , we denote by kΣr ,R the
least k ≥ 1, if it exists, satisfying (Mko , R) ∈ [Mki , RiΣr .
Proposition 3.6 An RCWF net Σr is structurally R-sound, where R is
a marking on S r , if and only if kΣr ,R exists and Σr is (kΣr ,R , R)-sound.
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Corollary 3.7 The structural R-soundness problem for RCWF nets is
decidable.
Theorem 3.3 [108] The soundness problem for RCWF nets is decidable.
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Chapter 4

Priority Workflow Nets
In many practical situations it is necessary to associate priorities to some
task to ensure the execution of the activities in the correct order.
The results presented in this chapter are published in [121]. We consider priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets. There are many situations when a resource is preferable to be used before other. This leads
us to the idea of associating priorities to the resources. The priorities on
the resources can be simulated by priorities on some tasks using those
resources. We show that the soundness property is undecidable for priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets, but we identify some workflow
net classes with soundness decidable. In that cases soundness can be
reduced to the soundness of the underlying net. These classes satisfies
the EQUAL-conflict condition, the conflict-freeness condition, the CBhC
condition, or the SBhC-condition.

4.1

Basic Definitions

Definition 4.1 A priority relation over a non-empty finite set T is any
binary relation ρ ⊆ T × T with the following two properties:
1. ρ is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive;
2. ρ̄ is an equivalence relation.
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t ρ t0 denotes the fact that “t0 has priority over t”.
T0 , the set of lowest priority elements of T , will be denoted by Ω.
Definition 4.2 A priority Petri net (PP net) is a pair (Σ, ρ), where Σ is
a Petri net and ρ is a priority relation over the set of transitions of Σ.
We say that t is ρ-enabled at M , and we denote by M [tiρ , if t is enabled
at M , and there is no other transition enabled at M with a higher priority
than t. If M [tiρ , then t may fire at M yielding a new marking M 0 given
by M [tiM 0 .
Boundedness, liveness, and home markings can be defined for priority
Petri nets just by replacing [·i by [·iρ .
Because workflow nets and resource-constrained workflow nets are special cases of Petri nets, one can talk about priority workflow nets (PWF
nets) and priority resource-constrained workflow nets (PRCWF nets). We
emphasize that priorities in a PRCWF net are imposed on transitions and
not on resource places.

4.2

Soundness Criteria for PWF Nets

We extend the soundness criteria from WF (RCWF) nets to PWF (PRCWF)
just by replacing [·i by [·iρ .
Priorities restrict the behavior of priority Petri nets controlling the enabled transition to be applied. This is the reason why standard characterizations of soundness for workflow nets do not work for priority workflow
nets.
Proposition 4.1
1. A PWF net (Σ, ρ) is k-sound, where k ≥ 1, if
and only if Mko is a home marking of (Σ, ρ) w.r.t. Mki .
2. A PRCWF net (Σr , ρ) is (k, R)-sound, where k ≥ 1 and R is a marking on S r , if and only if (Σr , ρ) is R-bounded on S r w.r.t. (Mki , R),
and (Mko , R) is a home marking of (Σr , ρ) w.r.t. (Mki , R).
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4.3

Soundness Undecidability for PWF and
PRCWF Nets

Deterministic counter machines [57] can be simulated by priority Petri
nets. We can extend this result for priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets. The undecidability of the halting problem for such counter machines [88] leads to the undecidability of soundness for priority (resourceconstrained) workflow nets.
Theorem 4.1 The 1-soundness problem for PWF nets is undecidable.
Theorem 4.2 The (k, R)-soundness problem for PRCWF nets is undecidable.

4.4

Classes of Priority WF-Nets with
Decidable Soundness

Soundness for PWF nets (or PRCWF nets) is decidable only for classes
where the home marking problem (or the home marking problem and
boundedness on resources) are decidable. Bause analyzes priority Petri
nets which satisfy the EQUAL-conflict (EqC) condition [21], and Yen
studied conflict-free Petri nets [130]. We formulate two new conditions:
the CBhC and SBhC conditions.
Definition 4.3 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net and M0 a marking of Σ.
(Σ, ρ) satisfies the EQUAL-conflict (EqC) condition w.r.t. M0 if for any
two transitions t and t0 the following property denoted EqC(t, t0 ) holds:
•

t ∩• t0 6= ∅

⇒ 1. t ρ̄ t0 , and
2. W (s, t) = W (s, t0 ) ∨ t, t0 ∈ Ω.

Definition 4.4 Let Σ be a Petri net. Σ is a conflict-free Petri net if each
place s satisfies one of the two conditions:
• |s• | ≤ 1, or
• if |s• | > 1, then t and s are on a self-loop, for any t ∈ s• .
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Definition 4.5 Let Σ be a Petri net, M0 a marking of it, and t and t0
transitions of Σ (not necessarily distinct).
1. t and t0 are concurrently enabled at a marking M of Σ, if M (s) ≥
W (s, t) + W (s, t0 ), for any place s. We denote that M [{t, t0 }i.
2. t and t0 satisfy the concurrent enabling property w.r.t. M0 , denoted
CE(t, t0 ), if the following property holds:
(∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [ti ∧ M [t0 i ⇒ M [{t, t0 }i).
3. t and t0 satisfy the transfer of concurrent enabling property w.r.t.
M0 , denoted T CE(t, t0 ), if the following two properties hold:
(a) (∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [ti ⇒ M [t0 i);
(b) (∀t00 ∈ T )(CE(t00 , t) ⇒ CE(t0 , t00 )).
Definition 4.6 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net and M0 a marking of Σ.
(Σ, ρ) satisfies the concurrent behavioral conflict (CBhC) condition w.r.t.
M0 if for any two transitions t and t0 the following property, denoted
CBhC(t, t0 ), holds:
¬CE(t, t0 ) ⇒

1. t ρ̄ t0 , and
2. T CE(t0 , t) ∨ t, t0 ∈ Ω.

Proposition 4.2 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net, and M0 a marking
of Σ. If (Σ, ρ) satisfies the EqC condition, then (Σ, ρ) satisfies the CBhC
condition w.r.t. M0 .
Definition 4.7 Let Σ be a Petri net, M0 a marking of it, and t and t0
two transitions of Σ (not necessarily distinct).
1. t and t0 are sequentially enabled at a marking M of Σ if M [tt0 i.
2. t and t0 satisfy the sequential enabling property w.r.t. M0 , denoted
SE(t, t0 ), if the following property holds:
(∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [ti ∧ M [t0 i ⇒ M [tt0 i).
3. t and t0 satisfy the transfer of sequential enabling property w.r.t.
M0 , denoted T SE(t, t0 ), if the following two properties hold:
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(a) (∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [ti ⇒ M [t0 i);
(b) (∀t00 )(SE(t00 , t) ⇒ SE(t0 , t00 )).
Definition 4.8 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net and M0 a marking of it.
(Σ, ρ) satisfies the sequential behavioral conflict (SBhC) condition w.r.t.
M0 if for any two transitions t and t0 the following property, denoted
SBhC(t, t0 ), holds:
¬SE(t, t0 ) ⇒

1. t ρ̄ t0 ;
2. T SE(t0 , t) ∨ t, t0 ∈ Ω.

Proposition 4.3 A priority conflict-free Petri net satisfies the SBhC
condition w.r.t. any initial marking.
Remark 4.1 Regarding the relations between the four conditions, we obtain the diagram in Figure 4.1. A solid arrow denotes an implication,
while a dashed line denoted an incomparably (CF = “conflict-freeness”).
CF

SBhC

EqC

CBhC

Figure 4.1: Relationships between the EqC, CF, CBhC, and SBhC conditions
Lemma 4.1 (Interchanging lemma) Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net,
M0 a marking of Σ, and w a non-empty transition sequence such that we
have M0 [∗iM [wiM 0 for some markings M and M 0 . If (Σ, ρ) satisfies
the EQUAL-conflict condition, the conflict-freeness condition, the CBhC
condition, or the SBhC condition, and T (M 0 ) ⊆ Ω, then there exists a
permutation w0 of w such that M [w0 iρ M 0 .
Corollary 4.1 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority Petri net, M0 a marking of Σ,
and M a home marking of Σ w.r.t. M0 . If (Σ, ρ) satisfies the EQUALconflict condition, the conflict-freeness condition, the CBhC condition, or
the SBhC condition w.r.t. M0 and T (M ) ⊆ Ω, then M is a home marking
of (Σ, ρ) w.r.t. M0 .
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Corollary 4.2 Let (Σ, ρ) be a priority WF net and k ≥ 1. If Σ is ksound and satisfies the EQUAL-conflict condition, the conflict-freeness
condition, the CBhC condition, or the SBhC condition w.r.t. Mki , then
(Σ, ρ) is k-sound.
Corollary 4.3 Let (Σr , ρ) be a priority RCWF net, k ≥ 1, and R a marking on S r . If Σr is (k, R)-sound and satisfies the EQUAL-conflict condition, the conflict-freeness condition, the CBhC condition, or the SBhC
condition w.r.t. (Mki , R), then (Σr , ρ) is (k, R)-sound.

4.4.1

Decidability of the CBhC and SBhC Conditions

The EqC and conflict-freeness conditions can be checked syntactically.
The CBhC and SBhC conditions must consider the behavior of the Petri
net. This makes the verification process more complex.
Theorem 4.3 The CBhC and SBhC conditions for priority Petri nets
are decidable in exponential space.

4.5

Relaxing the Priority Relation

If we give up to the requirement that ρ̄ is an equivalence relation from the
definition of the priority relation, the interchanging lemmata in Section
4.5 do not hold. For these lemmas still hold we have to strengthen the
CBhC and SBhC conditions by replacing (∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [ti ⇒ M [t0 i)
in Definition 4.5(3a) and Definition 4.7(3a) by (∀M ∈ [M0 i)(M [tiρ ⇒
M [t0 iρ )
With this modification, the CBhC (SBhC) condition will be called the
generalized CBhC (SBhC) condition. The generalized CBhC and SBhC
conditions are decidable in exponential space.
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Chapter 5

Workflow Nets with
Time, Resource, and Task
Priority Constraints
In this chapter we introduce multi-level workflow nets with resource constraints (mlRCWF nets) as the composition of standard workflow nets
with resource constraints. The soundness of mlRCWF nets can be reduced to the soundness of standard RCWF nets [122].
For that model, time constraints for mlRCWF nets are time durations.
It is shown that the soundness property for timed priority mlRCWF nets
can be reduced to soundness of untimed mlRCWF nets with priorities
[122].
Sometimes is necessary that a resource to be relocated. We considered
time priority mlRCWF nets with resource relocation. We showed that the
soundness property of these nets can be reduced to the soundness property
of untimed priority mlRCWF nets if a task can be indefinitely delayed.
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5.1

Multi-level Resource Constrained
Workflows

In many practical situations, workflows must share common resources.
Consider an office equipped with a printer machine (PM), a printer-copy
machine (PCM), and a printer-copy-fax machine (PCFM). Figure 5.1 illustrates the resulting net.
t1P

rp

tF

iF

iP
oF
t3P
rpcf
iC
oP

t2C
t1C
oC
t2P

rpc

Figure 5.1: Inter-connecting workflow nets
In Figure 5.1 we notice the three inter-connected workflows. The transitions for printing jobs are t1P (on P M ), t2P (on P CM ), and t3P (on
P CF M ), the transitions for coping jobs are t1C (on P CM ) and t2C (on
P CF M ), and the transition for faxing jobs is tF . We can consider the
resulted Petri net (which is not a workflow net) as a composition of three
workflow nets, in order to process correctly three kinds of jobs which share
common resources.
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Two Petri nets Σ1 = (S1 , T1 , F1 , W1 ) and Σ2 = (S2 , T2 , F2 , W2 ) are
called S-compatible, where S is a set of places, if S1 ∩S2 = S and T1 ∩T2 =
∅. If Σ1 and Σ2 are S-compatible then they can be composed along S
resulting the Petri net Σ1 ◦S Σ2 = (S1 ∪ S2 , T1 ∪ T2 , F1 ∪ F2 , W1 ∪ W2 ).
This Petri net is called the S-composition of Σ1 and Σ2 .
Definition 5.1 The class of multi-level resource constrained workflow
(mlRCWF) nets is the least class of Petri nets which satisfies:
1. any resource constrained workflow net Σr is a multi-level resource
constrained workflow net whose input (output, resource) places are
exactly the input (output, resource) places of Σr ;
2. if Σr1 and Σr2 are two R-compatible multi-level resource constrained
workflow nets, where R is a set of common resource places, then
Σr1 ◦R Σr2 is a multi-level resource constrained workflow net whose input (output, resource) places are exactly the input (output, resource)
places of Σr1 and Σr2 .
A mlRCWF net which is a composition of n ≥ 1 RCWF nets will
be called an n-level resource constrained workflow (n-lRCWF) net. It is
obvious that any 1-lRCWF net is an RCWF net.
Example 5.1 The Petri net in Figure 5.1 is a 3-level workflow net obtained by composing three resource constrained workflow nets. It has three
input places, iP , iC , and iF , three output places oP , oC , and oF , and three
resource places rp , rpc , and rpcf .
Let k = (k1 , . . . , kn ) be a vector of non-negative integers. Mki (Mko )
denotes the marking which marks each input (output) place ij (oj ) by kj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ n, and leaves unmarked all the other places.
Definition 5.2 Let Σr be an n-lRCWF net, k = (k1 , . . . , kn ) > 0 a tuple
of non-negative integers, and R ≥ 1 a marking on S r . Σr is called (k, R)sound if, for any (M, R0 ) ∈ [Mki , Ri, the following properties hold:
1. R0 ≤ R;
2. (Mko , R) ∈ [M, R0 i.
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Definition 5.3 Let Σr be an n-lRCWF net, k = (k1 , . . . , kn ) > 0 a tuple
of positive integers, and R ≥ 1 a marking on S r . The (k, R)-closure of
Σr is the Petri net (Σr )∗ obtained from Σr by adding a new transition t∗ ,
new arcs (oj , t∗ ) and (t∗ , ij ) with the weight kj , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and
new arcs (r, t∗ ) and (t∗ , r) with the weight R(r) for any resource place r.
Proposition 5.1 Let Σr be an n-lRCWF net, k = (k1 , . . . , kn ) > 0 a
tuple of positive integers, and R ≥ 1 a marking on S r . The following two
properties hold:
1. Σr is (k, R)-sound iff Σr is R-bounded on S r w.r.t. (Mki , R), its
(k, R)-closure is bounded w.r.t. (Mki , R), and t∗ is live w.r.t. (Mki , R).
2. Σr is (k, R)-sound iff Σr is R-bounded on S r w.r.t. (Mki , R) and
(Mko , R) is a home marking of Σr w.r.t. (Mki , R).
Corollary 5.1 The (k, R)-soundness is decidable for mlRCWF nets.
Definition 5.4 An mlRCWF net Σr is called generalized sound if, there
exists R ≥ 1 such that Σr is (k, R0 )-sound, for all k > 0̄ and R0 ≥ R.

5.2

Timed Priority RCWF Nets

We shall consider time as discrete and it will be represented by the set N of
non-negative integers. To model time constraints we split each transition
t into two parts, t+ which initiates the activity modeled by t, and t−
which closes this activity [117, 118, 119]. A transition t has associated a
time duration δ(t). After t+ fires, the transition t will be included into a
set of current transitions, and it will remain in this set for at least δ(t)
time units. Priority constraints will be included as in [121].
Definition 5.5 A timed priority Petri net (TPPN) is a pair γ = (Σ, ρ, δ),
where Σ is a Petri net called the underlying net of γ, ρ is a priority relation
on T (i.e., ρ is an irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive binary relation
on T ), and δ : T → N is a function called the time duration function of
γ.
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In what follows we consider the type L behavior of timed Petri nets
[117] together with the standard behavior of priority Petri nets [121], and
we write (M, C, τ )[ei(M 0 , C 0 , τ 0 ) if one of the following cases applies:
1. if e = t+ then:
(a) t ∈
/ C and M [ti;
(b) (∀t0 )(t0 ∈ T − C ∧ M [t0 i ⇒ ¬(t ρ t0 ));
(c) M 0 (s) = M (s) − W (s, t) for all s, C 0 = C ∪ {t}, τ 0 (t) = δ(t),
and τ 0 |C = τ |C ;
2. if e = t− then:
(a) t ∈ C and τ (t) = 0;
(b) M 0 (s) = M (s) + W (t, s) for all s, C 0 = C − {t}, and τ 0 = τ |C 0 ;
3. if e = (ν) for some ν ∈ N − {0}, then M 0 = M , C 0 = C, and
τ 0 = τ −̇ν.
1(a)(b) is the enabling rule for t+ and 2(a) is the enabling rule for t− ;
1(c) and 2(b) are the computation rules for t+ and t− , respectively. Rule
3 models the time passing.
The concept of reachability for TPPN is defined in a similar manner as
for classical Petri nets. [(M, C, τ )i denotes the set of all reachable states
from (M, C, τ ).
Example 5.2 For the Petri net in Figure 5.1 we add the time duration
by function δ given by δ(tF ) = 1, δ(t1C ) = δ(t2C ) = 2, δ(t1P ) = δ(t2P ) =
δ(t3P ) = 5, and the priority relation ρ given by t2P ρ t1P , t3P ρ t1P , t3P ρ t2P ,
t2C ρ t1C , t2P ρ t1C , t3P ρ t2C , t3P ρ tF , t2C ρ tF .
A timed priority mlRCWF net is any TPPN having the underlying net
a mlRCWF net. States of timed priority mlRCWF net will be written in
the form ((M, R), C, τ ).
Definition 5.6 Let γ = (Σr , ρ, δ) be a timed priority mlRCWF net, k > 0
a tuple of non-negative integers, and R ≥ 1 a marking on S r . γ is called
(k, R)-sound if for any ((M, R0 ), C, τ ) ∈ [((Mki , R), ∅, ∅)i the following
properties hold:
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1. R0 ≤ R;
2. ((Mko , R), ∅, ∅) ∈ [((M, R0 ), C, τ )i.
Proposition 5.2 A timed priority mlRCWF net γ = (Σr , ρ, δ) is (k, R)sound if and only if γ is R-bounded on S r and ((Mko , R), ∅, ∅) is a home
state of γ w.r.t. ((Mki , R), ∅, ∅).
Proposition 5.3 The (k, R)-soundness property of timed priority multilevel RCWF nets is equivalent to the (1, R)-soundness property of priority
RCWF nets in the sense that for any timed priority mlRCWF net γ =
r
(Σ, ρ, δ) there exists a priority RCWF net γ 0 = (Σ , ρ0 ) such that γ is
(k, R)-sound if and only if γ 0 is (1, R)-sound.
Corollary 5.2 The (k, R)-soundness property of timed priority mlRCWF
nets is undecidable.
We identified some classes of priority RCWF nets with soundness decidable in Section 4.4. If we add time constraints to the priority RCWF
nets in these classes accordingly to the Definition 5.5, we obtain timed
priority RCWF nets with soundness decidable (Corollary 5.3).

5.3

Resource Relocation

Definition 5.7 A timed priority mlRCWF net with resource relocation
is a tuple γ = (Σr , ρ, δ, θ), where (Σr , ρ, δ) is a timed priority mlRCWF
net and θ : T → N ∪ {∞} is a function, called the delay function, which
gives the maximum amount of time a transition can be delayed.
The case θ(t) = ∞ means that the transition t can be indefinitely
delayed.
A state of a timed priority mlRCWF net γ with resource relocation is
a tuple ((M, R), C, τ, D, η), where:
• (M, R) is the current marking of γ;
• C ⊆ T is the set of current transitions;
• τ : C → N is the residual time function;
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• D ⊆ T × T × N is a set of triples (t, t0 , x) whose meaning is that
the transition t has delayed the transition t0 ∈ C when the residual
time of t0 was x;
• η : C ∪ pr2 (D) → N is a function which gives the maximum delay
time the transitions in C ∪ pr2 (D) still support.
When we have θ(t) = ∞ for all transitions t, the tuples (Σr , ρ, δ, θ) and
((M, R), C, τ, D, η) can be simplified to (Σr , ρ, δ) and ((M, R), C, τ, D),
respectively (with the meaning above). In such a case we say that (Σr , ρ, δ)
is a timed priority mlRCWF net with resource relocation and indefinite
delay.
We write ((M, R), C, τ, D, η)[eiγ ((M 0 , R0 ), C 0 , τ 0 , D0 , η 0 ) if one of the
following cases applies:
1. if e = t+ then:
(a) t ∈
/ C and (M, R)[ti;
(b) (∀t0 )(t0 ∈ T − C ∧ (M, R)[t0 i ⇒ ¬(t ρ t0 ));
(c) M 0 (s) = M (s) − W (s, t) and R0 (r) = R(r) − W (r, t) for all
s ∈ S and r ∈ R;
(d) C 0 = C ∪ {t} and D0 = D;
(e) τ 0 (t) = δ(t) and τ 0 |C = τ |C ;
(f) η 0 (t) = θ(t) and η 0 |C∪pr2 (D) = η|C∪pr2 (D) ;
(The rules 1(a-b) mean that t is not a current transition, is enabled
at the current marking, and no other transition in T − C which is
enabled at the current marking has priority over t. The rules 1(c-f)
mean that t becomes current (enters in C), its residual time is set to
δ(t), its delay time is set to θ(t), and the current marking is properly
updated);
2. if e = dt,t0 , where t and t0 are distinct transitions, then:
(a) t 6∈ C, M (s) ≥ W (s, t) for all s ∈ S, and R(s) < W (r, t) for
some r ∈ R;
(b) (∀t0 )(t0 ∈ T − C ∧ (M, R)[t0 i ⇒ ¬(t ρ t0 ));
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(c) t0 ∈ C − pr2 (D) and:
• t0 ρ t (i.e., t has priority over t0 );
• W (r, t0 ) ≥ W (r, t) for all r ∈ R (i.e., t can use the resources
allocated to t0 );
• W (r, t) = W (t, r) for all r ∈ R (i.e., t returns all resources
when it ends);
• η(t0 ) ≥ δ(t) (i.e., the delay supported by t0 allows t’s execution);
(d) M 0 (s) = M (s) − W (s, t) for all s ∈ S, and R0 = R;
(e) C 0 = (C − {t0 }) ∪ {t} and D0 = D ∪ {(t, t0 , τ (t0 ))};
(f) τ 0 (t) = δ(t) and τ 0 |C−{t0 } = τ |C−{t0 } ;
(g) η 0 (t) = θ(t) and η 0 |C∪pr2 (D) = η|C∪pr2 (D) ;
(The rules 2(a-b) illustrate the case when the transition t is not
current, it is enabled to the marking M , but there are not enough
resources to fire, and no other transition in T − C which is enabled
at the current marking has priority over t. The current transition t0
(2(c)) over which t has priority, has enough resources, and its delay
time is sufficient to support the execution of t. The rules 2(d-g)
mean that t becomes current, the residual and delay time of t is
set to maximum, t0 enters in the set of delayed transitions together
with its current residual time, and the set of current markings is
updated);
3. if e = t− then:
(a) t ∈ C and τ (t) = 0;
(b) M 0 (s) = M (s) + W (s, t) for all s ∈ S, R0 = R if t ∈ pr1 (D),
and R0 (r) = R(r) + W (r, t) for all r ∈ R, otherwise;
(c) C 0 = (C − {t}) ∪ {t0 |∃x : (t, t0 , x) ∈ D};
(d) D0 = D − {(t, t0 , x)|∃t0 , x : (t, t0 , x) ∈ D};
(e) τ 0 (t00 ) = τ (t00 ) for all t00 ∈ C − {t}, and τ 0 (t0 ) = x where t0 and
x satisfy (t, t0 , x) ∈ D;
(f) η 0 |C 0 ∪pr2 (D0 ) = η|C 0 ∪pr2 (D0 ) ;
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(3(a) models the case when t is a current transition whose residual
time is zero. The rules 3(b-f) mean that t closes its activity (exits
from C), the transition delayed by t becomes now current, and the
current marking is correspondingly updated);
4. if e = (ν) for some ν ∈ N − {0} then M 0 = M , R0 = R, C 0 = C,
D0 = D, τ 0 = τ −̇ν, and η 0 = η −̇ν (The passage of time affects only
the residual time of the current transitions and the delay time of
the delayed transitions.).
The soundness property is defined in a similar manner as for timed
priority mlRCWF nets.
Proposition 5.4 The (k, R)-soundness property of timed priority mlRCWF nets with resource relocation and indefinite delay is equivalent to
the (1, R)-soundness property of priority RCWF nets in the sense that for
any timed priority mlRCWF net γ = (Σ, ρ, δ) with resource relocation and
r
indefinite delay there exists a priority RCWF net γ 0 = (Σ , ρ0 ) such that
0
γ is (k, R)-sound if and only if γ is (1, R)-sound.
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Conclusions and Future
Work
This thesis has focused on the the modeling and verification of the workflows with resources, priority, and time constraints. We chose the Petri
net formalism to model these workflows.
We analyzed the soundness problem for resource-constrained workflow
nets (RCWF nets). We gradually refined the soundness criteria for RCWF
nets, and we grouped them into three categories: soundness criteria under specified resources, soundness criteria under unspecified resources, and
structural soundness. Soundness criteria under specified resources suppose
that some marking for the resource places is given, and we have to decide
whether the RCWF net is sound with respect to that marking. These
soundness criteria were studied using closure nets and instantiation nets,
and it was shown that they are decidable. For the case of the soundness criteria under unspecified resources, the main question is to decide
whether there is a marking on resource places that makes the RCWF net
sound. We showed that k-soundness (i.e., k-soundness with respect to a
minimal resource marking) is decidable. Structural R-soundness was also
proved to be decidable. Generalized soundness was proved decidable in
[108]. We are interested in find a proof for the general soundness property
based on instantiation nets.
A natural idea is to add priorities to RCWF nets. We proposed priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets (P(RC)WF nets). We used deterministic counter machines to prove that the soundness property for
priority (resource-constrained) WF nets is undecidable. If additional
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conditions are imposed, the soundness for priority (resource-constrained)
workflow nets can be reduced to the soundness of the underlying (resourceconstrained) workflow net. The first condition we proposed is the CBhC
condition which generalizes the EQUAL-conflict condition and the second
one is the SBhC condition which generalizes the conflict-freeness condition. Using the Petri nets path logic we showed that the CBhC and SBhC
conditions are decidable. For the future we expect to find more classes of
priority (resource-constrained) workflow nets with soundness decidable.
There are situations when some workflows must share resources. This
led us to the idea to “compose” workflow nets, and we obtained multi-level
workflow nets with resource constraints (mlRCWF nets). We studied the
decidability of the soundness problem for mlRCWF nets with priorities
and time durations associated to tasks. The soundness of timed priority
mlRCWF nets is undecidable because it can be reduced in linear time
to the corresponding untimed priority model. Considering the fact that
sometimes a resource used by a task must be released because it is needed
by a task with a higher priority, we described a resource relocation policy. We have shown that soundness of timed priority mlRCWF nets with
resource relocation and indefinite delay can be reduced in quadratic time
to soundness of priority mlRCWF nets. The indefinite delay may not be
appropriate in some real cases. Therefore finding an algorithmic characterization of soundness of timed priority mlRCWF nets with resource
relocation and bound task delay is of a real interest.
We believe that this thesis makes a step forward in workflow modeling,
because it manages to combine into a suitable model resource, priorities,
and time constraints, analyzing the specific soundness properties.
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